
111  What can you see? Point and say.

222  Stick, and write the 
colours and the shape 
on the picture.

ball  bird  book

42 forty-two

333 How can I make a class museum?

Lost and found
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444 031  Listen and point. Then 
sing along and dance.

TIME
SONG

CODE CRACKER333   What do you think 
this is? Tick   .

1 a dog

2 a cat 

3 a goat 

No!
No! No! No! 

Is it blue?

It’s a bird!

43forty-three

What does it look like?
What does it look like? X4 
Is it round?
No, no!
Is it brown?
No, no, no!

What does it look like? X4
Is it new?
No, no!
Is it blue?
No, no, no!

What does it look like? X4
Is it old?
Yes, yes!
Is it gold?
Yes, yes, yes!
It’s beautiful, it’s old!
It’s a bird, and it’s gold!
Wow!
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a

d

b
e

c

f

111 032  Listen, point and repeat.

222 033  What do the things in the picture look like? Listen and number.

6 heavy

1 hard 2 clean

5 round

4 gold

8 old

9 new 12 dirty

11 soft

10 silver

7 square

3 light

44

VOCABULARY

forty-four

Wh at does it look like? I will learn
words to describe things.
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444  Now talk to 
your partner.

333  Read and order the letters to make words.

666 034  Listen and tick   .

1 What does Debbie like?

a 

a 

b 

b 

c 

c 

2 What’s in the box?

MATHS
ZONE

555  Count and write.

777  Make your own picture 
dictionary. Draw and label 
round and square things.

round square

There are …

a  silver things.

b  gold things.

c  square things.

d  round things.

e  hard things.

a This teddy is t f o s  .

b This ball is i d r y t  .

c This pen is l d o  .

d This aeroplane is e v h y a  .

e This bowl is l i v s r e  .
Yes!

It’s soft.

The teddy!

45forty-five
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111 035  Watch. Whose hats are they? 
Write Leo or Anna.

1  Whose is it? It’s mine. 
My bag is old.

2  Whose is it? It’s yours. 
Your bag is new.

333  Look at 2 again. Then choose.

1 The red coat is  . 
It’s  coat.

3 The green pencil case is  . 
It’s  pencil case.

2 The blue coat is  . 
It’s  coat.

4 The yellow pencil case is  . 
It’s  yellow pencil case.

my  mine  your  yours

222  Choose 2 things each for you and your 
partner. Write mine or yours.

1

1

3

2

2

4

46 forty-six

GRAMMAR 1: MINE / YOURS / HIS / HERS

Language lab 1 I will ask and answerabout objects using mine / yours / his / hers.
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444  Play the Whose is it?
game.

1  This is Billy. His 
book is orange. 
It’s his.

2  This is Rosa. Her 
book is purple. 
It’s hers.

I’ve got a yellow ruler. Whose is it?

It’s mine! It’s my ruler!

666  Work with a partner. Look 
at the fruit in 5 and say.

The oranges.
They’re his!

555
Help people in need.Values

 Read. Then circle and write his / her / hers.

Billy and Rosa help Mr Smith and Mrs Jones. They go to the shop.

1 They are for  Mr Smith  /  Mrs Jones . They are  mangoes. 
They are  .

2 They are for  Mr Smith  /  Mrs Jones . They are  bananas. 
They are  .

3 They are for  Mr Smith  /  Mrs Jones . They are  oranges. 
They are  .

777  How do you help 
other people? Talk in groups.

This is his
shopping list.

This is her
shopping list.

This is Mr Smith. This is Mrs Jones. 
oranges
bananas

mangoes
apples

47forty-seven
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1

2

3

4

222  Look at the story. Tick    or 
cross   .

The cuckoo clock is …

1 clean 

3 hard 

5 round 

2 dirty 

4 soft 

6 square 

111 036  Read and listen. What does 
Anna find? Whose is it?

Tomato plants! 
Can you dig here 

please, Anna?

Yes, of course, 
Mr Mud!

It’s square. 
It’s dirty. 
It’s made 
of wood.

Mr Mud, there is something 
hard here! What is it?

What does it look like?

There’s a door! There’s 
a bird! Whose is it?

It’s my cuckoo 
clock! It’s mine!

333  Look at the story. Then choose 
and write.

1 Whose _________ it?

2 It’s my cuckoo _________ .

3 What _________ it look like?

4 It’s made of _________ .

clock
wood

is
does

Cuckoo!

48

READING

forty-eight

Story lab I will read a storyabout somethingAnna finds.
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6

7 8

5

a

c

b

d

1

3

2

4

car house

box clock

444  Mr Mud has got 4 keys. What do you think they open? 
Look at the key shapes. Then match.

555  Act out the story in groups.

I’ve got a 
key. Yes … 
the small 
gold key!

Listen!

What’s 
the time, 
Mr Mud?

Two o’clock … no … 
three … no …

A cuckoo 
clock! It’s old 
and beautiful!

Yes, it’s mine!

One week later …

Cuckoo! 
Cuckoo! 
Cuckoo!

It’s his! It’s his!

Cuckoo! Cuckoo! Cuckoo!

49forty-nine
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CODE CRACKER

222 038  Listen and chant.

111 037  Listen and repeat. Then write u or x.

1 b  g 2 n  t 4 si 3 r  n 5 ta  i

Bugs in the sun!

A bug on the rug,

A bug in the jug,

Run, run, run away, bugs!

Run away, run away, bugs!

What’s in the box?

There’s a fox in the box!

There’s an ox in the box!

There’s a fox and an 
ox in the big, big box!

444 039  Listen and play the Letter game. Make ‘u’ and ‘x’ shapes!

333  Make pattern cards. 
Then match and say the words.

50

Phonics lab

fifty

I will learn the uand x sounds.U AND X

bugs
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 EXPERIMENT TIME 

 How do some 
 liquids change? 

1  Make a non-Newtonian 

liquid.

222  Write L for liquid, S for solid.

475ml450 gr

2  What does your experiment 

tell you? Tick  tell you? Tick    or cross    or cross    or cross    or cross   .

1 I hit the liquid, and 

it is a liquid. 

2 I hit the liquid, and 

it is a solid. 

a

b

c

111 040  Listen and read.

You need:Water is a liquid. It has 
no shape. It isn’t round 
or square. It isn’t hard. 
It isn’t soft.

A rock is a solid. It has 
a shape. Solids have 
different shapes. This 
rock is round. Some solids 
are soft and some are 
hard. This rock is hard.

Liquids and solids 
can change.

This water isn’t a liquid 
now. It’s a solid.

Water is a liquid. It has 
no shape. It isn’t round 
or square. It isn’t hard. 
It isn’t soft.

waterfall

rock

1 2

 Watch a video about solids 

and liquids.

frozen
waterfall

51

Experiment lab

fifty-one

I will learn about solids and liquids.SCIENCE: SOLIDS AND LIQUIDS
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111 Choose and write.

Ours  Theirs  Our  Their

1 Look at the cars. Ours is red. 
is black.

2 Their car is black.  car is red.

3 Look at the cats. Theirs is big. 
is small.

4 Our cat is small.  cat is big.

We’ve got boxes of old toys!

Our box is yellow. Ours is yellow.

Their box is pink. Theirs is pink.

222  Play the game in 
groups. Make a treasure chest. 
Put things in it.

333  Now ask and answer.

Ours is brown! There 
is a doll in ours!

Our box is silver. What 
colour is your box?

52 fifty-two

GRAMMAR 2: OUR / OURS THEIR / THEIRS

I will ask about objects using ours / theirs.

Language lab 2
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111 041  Listen and read. Who has to find the square clock?

I can see a key! It’s 
silver, not gold. It’s 
yours. It’s not mine!

222  Look at 1 and say, It’s his/It’s hers. What’s the extra thing?

The square clock.
It’s his.

The extra thing 
is  .

333  Play a guessing game. Choose what you want to find and put 
them all in one box. Then guess with a partner.

old  new  liquid  solid  dirty  clean  soft  hard  red  green

444  Now count and complete the table. Use the words in 3.

things things things things

Our team

Their team

This is my list and 
this is yours. Let’s 
find the things!

Find

a gold key

a round clock

a soft book

an old toy car

Find

a silver key

a square clock

a hard book

a new toy car

Is it heavy? Yes, it is! It’s a ball!

MATHS
ZONE

53

COMMUNICATION

fifty-three

I will ask and answer about things and find them.

A fun scavenger hunt!
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Step 2
Step 1

Create a class museum

Research

 What should we 
put in our museum?

 Think of a theme for the 
museum.

 Think about what you want 
to display.

 Think about groups of things.

 Choose a name.

Plan

 What will our 
museum look like?

 Clear a space in the 
classroom.

 Think about how to make 
it look interesting.

 Collect the items.

 Decide how to arrange 
the items.

I’ve got an idea! 
A museum of rocks!

These marbles 
are solids!

We’ve got 
marbles. They’re 
hard and round.

They’re 
beautiful!

Liquids and Solids
Our Museum of

Our Museum 
of Old Toys

The big things go here!

 AND  REVIEW  PROJECT 

54 fifty-four
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Step 3 Step 4

Now I can ...

… use words to 
describe things.

… talk about 
objects using mine / 

yours / his / hers.

… ask about 
objects using 
ours / theirs.

… ask and answer 
about things and 

find them.

 Find out about museums 

in your country. Which one 

would you like to visit?

 Find out about museums 

Create

 How can we create 
our museum?

 Arrange the items.

 Make the labels.

Show and tell

 Show your museum to your 
friends. Talk about the items.

Invite other classes to your 
museum.

This rock is old. 
It’s from Lucy’s 

garden.

This one!
That one!

This is an 
owl. It’s silver. 

It’s mine!

Look at this car. It’s new and gold.

55fifty-five
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